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ABSTRACT
Conditional image modeling based on textual descriptions is a relatively new domain in unsuper-
vised learning. Previous approaches use a latent variable model and generative adversarial networks.
While the formers are approximated by using variational auto-encoders and rely on the intractable
inference that can hamper their performance, the latter is unstable to train due to Nash equilibrium
based objective function. We develop a tractable and stable caption-based image generation model.
The model uses an attention-based encoder to learn word-to-pixel dependencies. A conditional au-
toregressive based decoder is used for learning pixel-to-pixel dependencies and generating images.
Experimentations are performed on Microsoft COCO, and MNIST-with-captions datasets and per-
formance is evaluated by using the Structural Similarity Index. Results show that the proposed model
performs better than contemporary approaches and generate better quality images. Keywords: Gen-
erative image modeling, autoregressive image modeling, caption-based image generation, neural
attention, recurrent neural networks.
1 Introduction
Generative modeling of natural images remains a fundamental image understanding problem. The capacity to han-
dle the abundance of highly dimensional and highly structured imagery data allowed deep neural networks (DNNs)
to achieve significant advances in generative image modeling [1, 2]. However, most of the contemporary image
generation models are restricted to unconditional [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] or class-based conditional image modeling [7, 8].
Nevertheless, since natural images are often accompanied with natural language descriptions (a.k.a. captions), in-
corporating this information could be valuable to improve generative capacity (i.e., complexity and expressivity) of
models [9, 10, 11]. Moreover, the leverage to generate images from captions may lead to better understanding of the
generalized performance of the generative models as new scenes can be generated from novel text descriptions that
are not shown during training [10]. Furthermore, caption-based generative models could be used for building many
practical applications, such as planning in virtual environments [12] and neural artwork [13], etc.
Although numerous studies are recently conducted for learning generative models over both imagery and textual data,
majority work is focused on learning to generate captions from images [14, 15, 16]. On the contrary, generating images
from captions is an opposite task of caption generation where the objective is to learn a model to predict images from
captions. Caption-based image generation requires dealing with both language modeling and image generation which
make it more challenging than caption generation.
One of the most critical objectives in the generative modeling is constructing models that have more capacity but are
also tractable [5, 6]. One elegant approach to build such models is casting joint distribution modeling problem into a
sequence of conditional distributions and learn models to predict the next pixel given all the previous pixels [5, 6, 7].
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are shown to be powerful models for this approach because of their capacity to
model highly non-linear and long-range dependencies with shared parameterization over the sequence of conditional
distributions [5, 6, 17].
The caption-based image generation models include stochastic latent variable based models [10] and generative ad-
versarial networks [18]. While the formers are approximated by using variational auto-encoders and relied on the
intractable inference that can hamper their performance [19, 20], the latter are unstable to train due to their objective
function that requires Nash equilibrium [8, 18]. The goal of this work is to illustrate how we can build a tractable and
stable caption-based conditional image model over natural image space by using an autoregressive approach. In this
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regard, the contemporary approaches are either unconditional or class based conditional. In a recent study, an autore-
gressive based model is used for modeling images conditioning on text and spatial structure [11]. This model relied on
a third-party segmentation method and hence not an end-to-end learning method. The novelty of this work is to pro-
pose an attention-based framework to avoid explicit use of object/class detector by enabling the model to learn latent
alignments between text description and pixels. This development enables the existing caption based autoregressive
image models to surpass objectness and learn to generate images while attending to abstract concepts.
The work is primarily inspired by recent developments in neural machine translation and image caption generation
with an attention-based mechanism. The main idea is to use the encoder-decoder framework where an attention-
based encoder is used to learn word-to-pixel dependencies and a conditional autoregressive based decoder for learning
pixel-to-pixel dependencies within images. The key contribution of this work is to introduce an attention-based autore-
gressive image model for learning to generate images from text descriptions. Also, we empirically validate the efficacy
of the proposed model by achieving superior performance on MS-COCO and MINIST datasets. The remaining paper
is organized as related work is discussed in Section 2, the background is described in Section 3, the proposed model is
presented in Section 4, the experimental setup is given in Section 5, results are presented in Section 6, and finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 7.
2 Related work
Unlike the discriminative models where significant developments have been achieved with deep neural networks in
various tasks including image recognition [21], speech transcription [22] and machine translation [23], generative
models have not yet gained the same level of appreciations. The earliest work has mostly concentrated on devising
Deep Belief networks [24] and advancing Boltzmann Machines [25]. Though the models are exquisite in their own
merits, the higher computational cost makes them infeasible to scale on larger datasets. To cope with this issue,
Variational Auto-encoder (VAE) (i.e., a neural network with stochastic latent variable) is introduced in [19, 20]. The
model is an encoder-decoder framework; the encoder is employed to approximate a posterior distribution and decoder
is involved in generating the data stochastically from the latent variable. An extension of VAE is introduced in [4] and
referred to as Deep Recurrent Attention Writer (DRAW). The additional feature of the DRAW was the integration of
a novel attention mechanism into the VAE model. The unconditional DRAW model was further extended in [10] with
the ability to model conditional distribution. The resultant alignDRAW model enabled the generation of natural images
from natural language descriptions. An essential characteristic of the model is to interface image generative modeling
with language modeling which is achieved by conditioning previously unconditional latent variable. Because the
VAE models are approximated intractably by using latent variables, a group of researchers is focused on developing
tractable generative models.
An elegant approach for tractably modeling the joint distribution is casting it as a sequence of conditional distribu-
tions and hence turning it into sequence modeling problem [6]. This approach is used in autoregressive models such
as NADE [26] and fully-visible neural network architectures [27]. An extension of the method for modeling two-
dimensional grayscale images and textures are presented in [6] and referred to as recurrent image density estimator
(RIDE). Two-dimensional long short-term memory (LSTM) [28] (a variant of RNNs for capturing long-term depen-
dencies) are used as an auto-regressive model to capture pixel dependencies from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
While RIDE estimates continuous distribution over pixel values, it is shown that discrete modeling distribution over
pixel value leads to achieve better results [5]. The resultant model architecture, well-known as the pixelRNN model,
is a deep two-dimensional LSTMs architecture (i.e., with stacked LSTM layers) that includes residual connections
between layers. To faster the training process, a variant of pixelRNN, known as pixelCNN is also devised [5]. The
model allows parallel computations with bound dependency range in contrast to unbound dependency range in pix-
elRNN. The convolution masks are used to ensure the autoregressive density model remains causal; a pixel depends
only on above and left pixels. The masked convolution is further applied to successively generate three color channels
by conditioning red pixels on previous pixels (i.e., above and left), green on red and blue on red and green. Though
pixelCNN has speed-up training of autoregressive models, they are costly at inference time. To deal with the issue,
a parallelized pixelCNN is proposed in [29] where the authors have made inference procedure faster by modeling
certain pixel groups as conditionally independent. While the above autoregressive models deal with unconditional
density estimation of nature images, this work has focused on conditional density estimation. To enable the pixelCNN
model for learning conditional distribution, conditional pixelCNN is proposed in [7]. The model is composed of sev-
eral convolutional layers with shortcut connections to pass the output of each layer into the penultimate layer before
the pixel logits.
In [11], the pixelCNN is further enabled to generate images conditioning on text and spatial structure. The conditioning
information is arranged according to their relevant spatial location in a feature map to preserve the location structure.
The available segmentation of MS-COCO dataset for 80 classes is used for localizing the information. The textual
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information is encoded by using character-CNN-GRU and tiled spatially. The textual and location feature maps are
concatenated and convolved by using dilated convolution before applying PixelCNN to generate the image. A key issue
with the model is its reliance over a third-party segmentation method and hence not an end-to-end learning method.
Secondly, the performance of the generation method depends on the performance of the segmentation method. In
contrast to this model, we are proposing an attention-based framework to avoid explicit use of object/class detector by
enabling the model for learning latent alignments between text description and pixels. This development enables the
model to surpass objectness and learn to generate images while attending to abstract concepts. A similar approach is
adopted in [10] but with intractable DRAW decoder.
Despite autoregressive models, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are another kind of models that avoid in-
tractable distribution estimating by using noise-contrastive estimation [3]. The key idea is to use two networks; one
for generating samples from a uniform distribution and second for discriminating between real and generated sam-
ples. In [8, 30], GANs are enabled to model conditional distribution by conditioning both generator and discriminator
on a given class label. The GANs are further extended in [18] to generate images from captions and image spatial
constraints (such as the location of human joint or bird fragments). Also, they have demonstrated that translation,
stretching and shrinking of objects can be controlled through controlling key points of an image. While GANs have
their own merits such as fast sample generation as it does not require generating images sequentially pixel-by-pixel,
training GANs is unstable since it requires achieving Nash equilibrium of a game. Further, GANs do not provide the
likelihood of the learned models which make it challenging to evaluate the efficacy of the generative models in an
established and principled way. In comparison, the autoregressive models are much more straightforward and stable
to train as well as provide the likelihood of the models. Therefore, empowering autoregressive models with controlled
image generation is an important frontier.
3 Background
In this section autoregressive image modeling is briefly described to better explain the proposed model structure
latterly.
3.1 Autoregressive Image Modeling with PixelRNN
Consider an image x consisting of n×n pixels as a one-dimensional sequence of pixels x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn2) (e.g.,
formed by concatenating rows horizontally). This supposition allows fragmentation of joint distribution p(x) into the
product of the conditional distribution as:
p (x) =
n2∏
i=1
p(xi|x1:i−1) (1)
The distributions over pixel values can be modeled by using continuous distribution [6] or discrete distribution [5].
However, discrete distribution-based approach has recently gained in popularity because of its simple representation,
ease of training, and better performance. In this approach, each conditional distribution is regarded as a multinomial
and parameterized with a softmax layer. To model the product of conditional distributions, long short-term mem-
ory networks (LSTMs) [28] or gated recurrent neural networks (GRU) [31] based RNNs are commonly employed
due to their ability to capture long-term dependencies. The contextual dependencies between pixels are captured by
processing the images sequentially row-by-row from top-to-bottom [5, 6] as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Autoregressive Image Modeling
The input pixels are processed with a one-dimensional convolution layer in order to obtain translation invariant fea-
tures. In each step of LSTM, input-to-state and state-to-state transformations are computed and used to determine the
values of four gates (output gate oi, forgot gate fi, input gate ii and content gate gi) cell state ci and hidden state hi of
LSTM cell as:
[oi, fi, ii, gi] = σ(W
ss⊗hi−1 +W is⊗xi) (2)
ci = fi  ci−1 + ii  gi (3)
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hi = oi  tanh(ci) (4)
Here hi−1 and ci−1 denotes previous hidden and cell states respectively each with a size of h × n × 1. The symbols
⊗ and  symbolizes the convolutional and element-wise multiplication operators. The weight matrices W ss and W is
represents kernel weights for state-to-state and input-to-state transformations, respectively. The input-to-state and
state-to-state computations in each step of autoregressive image modeling are illustrated in Figure 2 (a step corresponds
to a pixel location). The lower layer symbolizes an image and upper layer represents an RNN layer (i.e., LSTM or
GRU). The RNN performs computation at each pixel location based on the pixel input corresponding to the location
and feedback from previous pixels (i.e., left and up) in the form of hidden states of previous RNN layers.
Figure 2: Autoregressive Image Modeling using Recurrent Neural
Networks: input-to-state and state-to-state transactions.
4 Proposed Approach
In this section, we present our proposed approach for text-to-image generation. As an image is regarded as a sequence
of pixels in auto-regressive image modeling, text-to-image generation can be viewed as a sequence-to-sequence trans-
lation problem. An encoder-decoder framework (a.k.a. sequence-to-sequence model) has been a widely recognized
approach for dealing with such translation problems in recent times. The encoder is employed to map input text de-
scription into annotation vectors as described in Section. The decoder is used to generate an output sequence from
annotation vectors as explained in Section. A vital feature of the framework is to model the dependency between
annotation vectors and pixels by using a soft attention-based mechanism. The model is shown to be very successful in
neural machine translation [23] and image captioning tasks [14].
4.1 Encoder: Language Modeling with Bidirectional RNNs
The proposed model takes a text description y as input and generates an image x as an output. The language model pro-
cess text description in terms of a sequence of words y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN ) encoded in standard 1-of-K words form,
where K and N are respectively vocabulary size and sequence length of y. Bidirectional recurrent neural networks
(BRNNs) are employed for representing each word yi into an m-dimensional feature vector h
lang
i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , N .
In particular, two long short memory (LSTMs) networks are used to process the sequence of words in forward
and backward directions to respectively compute a series of forward hidden states [
−→
h lang1 ,
−→
h lang2 , . . . ,
−→
h langN ]
and a series of backward hidden states [
←−
h lang1 ,
←−
h lang2 , . . . ,
←−
h langN ]. Finally, both the series are concatenated as
hlangi = [
−→
h langi ,
←−
h langi ], 1 ≤ i ≥ N in order to attain a single series of hidden states [hlang1 , hlang2 , . . . , hlangN ].
4.2 Decoder: Image Generation with Conditional Pixel-RNNs
To generate an image2 x given the text description y, the Pixel-RNN network is extended to contain a text representation
hlang at each step while generating a new pixel, as shown in Figure 3. That is, unlike the original Pixel-RNN where the
model is only conditioned on previous pixels, we additionally conditioned Pixel-RNN on a hidden state of a language
model for modeling p(x|hlang):
p
(
x
∣∣hlang) = L∏
j=1
p(xj |x1, . . . , xj−1, hlang) = gen (xj−1, hpixj , clangj ) (5)
2To make notations simple, we assumed that the images x ∈ Rh×w have h× w size and consists of a single-color channel.
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Here gen represents conditional Pixel-RNN and hpixj is hidden state of the conditional Pixel-RNN at time j, computed
as:
hpixj = f(h
pix
j−1, xj−1, c
lang
j ) (6)
It should be noticed that in this conditional Pixel-RNN the probability of a generating a pixel is conditioned on previous
pixels and a distinct language context vector clangj for each pixel. The language context vector c
lang
j is computed based
on a sequence of hidden states [hlang1 , h
lang
2 , . . . , h
lang
N ] to which an encoder maps the textual description, as defined
in [23]:
clangj =
N∑
i=1
αjih
lang
i (7)
Each hidden state hlangi contains information about the textual description with a key attention on the segments con-
tiguous to the ith word of the description. The weight αji of every annotation vector h
lang
i is obtained as:
αji =
exp(eji)∑N
k=1 exp(ejk)
(8)
where
eji = a(h
pix
j−1, h
lang
i ) (9)
The alignment model a notches the matching of ith annotation hlangi and j
th pixel and implemented with feed-
forward neural networks with hpixj−1 and h
lang
i inputs and trained with the gradients of Pixel-RNN cost function. An
interpretation of the context vector cj is that it is a computation of expected annotation with the expectation over all
possible alignments. Hence, αji can be regarded as the probability that jth pixel is generated as a result of ith words
of the description. In other words, Pixel-RNN decoder chooses segments of the description to pay attention to while
generating each pixel in the image.
The proposed approach can be conceptualized as a reverse methodology of semantic segmentation. While a semantic
segmentation maps subset of pixels to a class label (word); the proposed approach does the reverse by mapping the
word(s) to subset of pixels. The proposed approach can also be considered as the reverse of image caption with
attention mechanism [14] because in this approach the model attends some pixels and generate a phrase, our model
reversely attends a phrase of caption and generate a pixel.
Figure 3: Attention-based Autoregressive model for text-to-image generation.
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5 Experimental Setup
5.1 Datasets
In order to perform experiments with our proposed model, we employ Microsoft COCO [32] and MNIST datasets. The
COCO is a big dataset of natural images comprising of 82,783 images with no less than five captions per image. The
dataset poses generative modeling a challenging task due to the massive diversity of objects, styles, and backgrounds
among images. We considered the first five captions for each image in case the captions are more than five, in order
to be consistent with the previous works. Also, for the sake of uniformity with other small image datasets, the sizes of
the images are rescaled to 32-by-32. Further, the images are converted to gray scale for faster training of the proposed
network. This preprocessing is performed by using the OpenCV library. The color information is also excluded
from the captions accordingly by creating a dictionary of colors and then captions are processed to discard the color
information. This pre-processing is carried out using nltk libraries. Examples of the preprocessed dataset are given in
Figure 4.
Caption: A child 
playing street hockey 
guarding a goal
Caption: A child in a red 
jacket playing street 
hockey guarding a goal
Caption: A person 
in blue and red ice 
climbing with two 
picks
Caption: A person 
climbing with two 
picks
Figure 4: Two examples from COCO dataset. Each example contains an original image with caption and
pre-processing image with caption used in training.
The experiments on MNIST dataset are performed by using MNIST-with-captions dataset as used in [10]. The images
in the dataset3 are synthetically created by arranging either one or two digits horizontally or vertically in a non-
overlapping manner over a 60-by-60 canvas of blank image. The captions of these images are also synthetically
generated as The digit 3 is at the bottom of the digit 0. Examples of the dataset are given below in Figure 5.
The digit 3 is at the bottom of 
the digit 0
The digit 0 is on the left of the 
digit 8
Figure 5: Two examples from MNIST-with-captions dataset
6 Training and evaluation
The proposed alignPixelRNN model is trained with weighted cross-entropy cost function of a sequence of logits
and sequence of the raw pixel value. To overcome the gradient exploding/vanishing problem, the clipping method
is used where the gradient is clipped at 1.0. The parameter updating is performed by using RMSProp algorithm
as recommended in [5] with a default learning rate (i.e., 0.001). A small batch size of 16 is used as it seems to
regularize the models [10] and batches are generated by using a random sampling method. The model is implemented
in Tensorflow toolkit [33] by using a sequence-to-sequence wrapper with a caption as encoder input and image as
3MNIST-with-caption dataset is available at https://github.com/mansimov/text2image. The dataset is created by using
same code presented on this link.
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decoder output. The sequence length of encoders input is kept as a variable due to varying lengths of captions. The
sequence length of the decoders output is 1024 (32 x 32). An embedding layer with 512 neurons is used as the first
layer of the encoder for word-to-vector representations, and each LSTM layer consists of 512 neurons. As described
above, word-to-pixel dependencies are modeled by using an attention-based mechanism. In this regards, we employed
Luong attention based mechanism as used in the baseline AlignDraw model. We noticed that beam search based
conditional image generator is much faster and equivalent in performance with greedy search-based decoders and
used it for further evaluations. Finally, the model is trained on GPUs.
7 Results
The qualitative performance evaluation of the proposed model in comparison with previous models is shown in Table
1. We closely followed the experimentation and evaluation procedure of [10] and ranked the test images conditioned on
the captions on the basis of the variational lower bound of the log-probabilities. The recall measure is used to evaluate
the quality of the generative model. Next, we gauged the performance of the model by used the Structural Similarity
Index measure (SSIM) which computes the similarity between two images [34]. The SSIM employs contrast masking,
luminance, and inter-dependencies of nearer pixels for calculating the similarity between images. The computation is
performed on two image patches (a,b) of common size (N ×N) as:
SSIM (a, b) =
(2µaµb + c1)(2σab + c2)
(µ2a + µ
2
b + c1)(σ
2
a + σ
2
b + c2)
(10)
Where µa and µb are averages of patches a and b respectively, σ2a and σ
2
b are variances of patches a and b respectively,
σab is covariance of a and b, c1 and c2 are variables for stabilizing the weak denominator. We generated fifty images for
each test caption in the dataset for calculating the SSI on test dataset by following the work of [10]. The models that we
compared with consists of variational models including Fully-Connected (fully-conn) Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
and Convolutional Deconvolutional (Conv-Deconv) VAE, as well as DRAW models comprising of SkipthoughtDRAW
[35], noalignDRAW and alignDRAW [10]. It can be seen from Table 1 that the autoregressive models outperformed
variational and DRAW models in both recall and SSI metrics. We believe this is due to the reason that the proposed
model does not overfit and better scale to the training data. This can be observed from the train-test loss function as
shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Train test loss curves
Some samples images generated by the model are shown in Figure 7. The images from left-to-right show the output
of the model after a quarter of iterations, half of the iterations and final iteration. It can be seen that the generated
images are small and grayscale which is a reflection of constraints on the model size due to computational complexity
and GPU memory requirements. However, image enhancement and colorization have been remarkably developed in
recent times with readily available models that can be used to enhance and colorize the generated images of our model.
Unfortunately, this may not be a flawless solution because of the fact that the entire model was not learned in an end-
to-end manner. Thus, future work would be required to find a model structure that can avoid the need for separate post-
processing step and uplift the computational and memory constraints. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the proposed
model improves the visual quality and understandability of the generated images. A key differentiation between
the generated images of baseline alignDRAW and proposed alignPixelRNN is that while alignDRAW generated an
7
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A person driving a car along a 
roadside
A person is riding a blue bicycle 
on the road
People are walking in 
the snow
A woman is walking on 
a street
A group of persons talking to 
each other in front of a beach 
in rainy weather
A dog sitting is on 
a hill
Figure 7: Some fine generated examples of the alignPixelRNN model.
image at once and refined it iteratively, alignPixelRNN generate image iteratively. Also, the generated images of
alignPixelRNN are seemed to be sharper than the images of alignDRAW.
Table 1: Results of proposed (i.e., PixelRNN) in comparison with related models on MS COCO dataset. R@K is
recall@K (higher is better). SSI is the Structural Similarity Index (higher is better). Earlier results are taken from [10].
Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@50 Image Similarity (SSI)
Fully-Conn VAE 1 6.6 12 53.4 0.156 ± 0.10
Conv-Deconv VAE 1 6.5 12 52.9 0.164 ± 0.10
SkipthoughtDRAW 2 11.2 18.9 63.3 0.157 ± 0.11
noalignDRAW 2.8 14.1 23.1 68 0.155 ± 0.11
alignDRAW 3 14 22.9 68.5 0.156 ± 0.11
alignPixelRNN 4.5 20.6 30.4 80.5 0.166 ± 0.12
The attention mechanism provides two key benefits to our model. Firstly, attention circumvents the model dependency
over third-party segmentation or object detection by learning a latent alignment between text description and pixels.
Hence, it enables the model to be learned in an end-to-end manner. Secondly, the attention enables us to decompose a
single image generation problem into a series of smaller image generation problems rather than a single forward pass.
This provides us a better understanding of how the model is generating the corresponding image portion. To the best
of our knowledge, there are no reported results on the MNIST-with-captions dataset that we can compare our model
with; therefore we only give our findings on the dataset in Table 2.
Table 2: Results of proposed (i.e., PixelRNN) on MNIST-with-captions dataset.
Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@50 Image Similarity (SSI)
PixelRNN (Mnist) 4.3 53.6 63.1 88 0.356 ± 0.35
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8 Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated that the autoregressive image modeling paradigm in combination with attention-based
alignment model over words could generate images corresponding to given input captions. The attention-based model
is introduced to remove the necessity of borrowing image segmentation or object detection models which results
in an end-to-end learnable model. In comparison to the latent variable and generative adversarial network-based
approaches, the proposed method has the advantages of being tractable and stable respectively. Nevertheless, the
proposed model can be learned with adversarial training by employing it as a generator within GANs or GANs can
be used as post-processor for further refining the results. A disadvantage of the proposed model is its computationally
intensive training phase which is primarily due to sequential processing. In this regard, a future direction is to reduce
the training period. For example, one possible approach is to impose constraints on pixel dependencies to allow
parallel processing [5]. As caption-based image generation modeling is relatively a novel area in image generation,
the application area is still due to be developed.
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